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The use of stylistic elements of American jazz by twentieth-

century French composers of serious concert music is frequently alluded

to by numerous authors, but is rarely discussed by them in detail. The

study explores the influence of African art and American jazz upon

French composers, and discusses the treatment of jazz elements in

selected chamber and symphonic works by Darius Milhaud, Igor Stravinsky

and Maurice Ravel.

The borrowing of elements of American jazz style is also very much

evident in contemporary French solo literature for trumpet. French

trumpet works comprise a large portion of the contemporary standard

repertoire for the instrument, and they frequently present unique

stylistic and interpretive challenges to performers. The study

establishes the influence of jazz upon Henri Tomasi, Andre Jolivet,

Eugene Bozza and Jacques Ibert in their works for solo trumpet.

Idiomatic elements of jazz style are identified and discussed in terms

of performance practice cons iderat ions for modern-day trumpet ervs.
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CHAPTER I

THE INFLUENCE OF AFRICAN ART AND AMERICAN

JAZZ UPON FRENCH COMPOSERS

It has been argued that jazz is America's most significant

contribution to Western musical culture. This contention is affirmed in

light of the strong influence American jazz has asserted upon serious

instrumental music in France during the past eighty years. The solo

trumpet works of a number of contemporary French composers, important

because they comprise a significant portion of the contemporary

repertoire for the trumpet, have been similarly influenced by jaz.

Contemporary French trumpet solos are important because, aside

from their artistic merits, they present stylistic and interpretive

elements that are in many instances directly derived from jazz trumpet

playing. The solos: 1) borrow directly from or allude to identifiable

older American jazz idioms, 2) exhibit a highly virtuosic nature

incorporating extreme technical demands and a high tessitura, and 3)

often employ or allude to the unequal articulation and variable note

lengths of jazz. These factors can be awkward to a player whose

orientation is rooted in the nineteenth-century symphonic tradition

stressing equality of articulation and uniformity of note length.1

1 Contemporary trumpet works, for the purpose of this paper, will
refer to works composed after Paul Hindemith's Sonata for Trumpet of
1939. This sonata was the first significant piece for trumpet after a
dearth of solo works of nearly 140 years following the Concerto for

1
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The cultural climate of early twentieth-century France must be

examined in order to understand the artistic influence, which gave rise

to jazz-inspired French music. This was a time during which the

influence of visual artists upon composers was substantial. Artists

such as Matisse, Vlaminck and Picasso were inspired by tribal art as

early as 1905, and their fascination with primitivism seems to have been

yet another manifestation of exoticism. These artists, and others,

began collecting African artifacts and immediately incorporated aspects

of "l'art n'egre" into their work. The first African sculpture

exhibition in Paris which used the term "l'art negre" took place in 1913

and featured the collections of Charles Vignier, a Symbolist poet.'

Over the next few years, black African art became fashionable inParis.

This popularity was primarily due to the publicity and sales campaign

mounted by Paul Guillaume, a Parisian, who eventually became "the most

prestigious African art collector and dealer in the period between the

Trumpet of Johann Nepomuk Hummel in 1803. Hummel's work not only marked
the end of an era of prominence for the trumpet, it also, along with
Franz Joseph Haydn's Concerto for Trumpet, was an anomaly in that it was
written for the short-lived keyed trumpet well after the natural trumpet
of the Baroque had lost favor as a solo instrument. A new aesthetic
pervaded the compositional style of the Classical period and a non-
soloistic function emerged for the trumpet. Shortly after Hummel's time
valves were added to trumpets, but composers and performers alike were
slow to accept the new instrument despite the chromatic capabilities it
offered. It is not until the twentieth century that the trumpet
reassumed its virtuosic role as a solo instrument.

Jean-Louis Paudrat, "From Africa," Primitivism in 20th Century
Art, 2 vols., ed. William Rubin (New York: The Museum of Modern Art,
1984), I, 152.
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two world wars." 3 During this time many articles were written which

sought to designate these African works as masterpieces. Guillaume

himself was outspoken in this regard: "Negro art is the fructifying

seed of the spiritual twentieth century (and) it is this century's good

fortune to have the splendors of a statuary, whose reign is only

beginning, to emerge from African antiquity."4

In May of 1919, Guillaume organized an exhibition entitled

"Premiere Exposition d'art Negre et dart Oceanien" in Paris and, in

conjunction, arranged a "Fete Negre.1" While it was not the first such

show, it did prove to be the catalyst for Paris' preoccupation with

African art. Parisian society was fascinated with both African and

African-American art, often confusing the two. African sculpture and

American jazz were concurrently popular in Paris and influenced the

areas of entertainment, fashion, and interior design.5 The Ballets

Suedois' 1923 production of La Creation du Monde is an example of the

extent to which this African/African-American influence permeated

artistic endeavors: the decor and costumes were derived from African

art; the story was based on African myths; the choreography was

influenced by African dances; and the music by Darius Milhaud was

inspired by jazz he had previously heard in New York.6

3 Ibid., 159.

Loc. cit.

Laura Rosenstock, "Leger: 'The Creation of the World,'"
Primitivism in 20th Century Art, 2 vols., ed. William Rubin (New
York: The Museum of Modern Art, 1984), II, 475.

6 Loc. cit.
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African-American culture became popular at this time as a result

of the large numbers of Americans who came to Paris to live in the

1920s. Ragtime had been known in Europe since around 1900, but it was

not until after World War I that its influence became more widespread.7

Jazz had been introduced to most Europeans by American soldiers during

the First World War, by radio broadcasts, and by Dixieland recordings

(the first of which was released in 1917). An unlikely missionary for

the new music was John Philip Sousa, whose band brought Ragtime to

Europe as early as 1900. He frequently defended it to detractors and

first brought the style to the attention of Debussy and Satie.

Louis Mitchell's orchestra was the first of many Black-American

jazz groups to arrive in Europe. By 1918 other similar organizations

were playing at the Casino de Paris and at many social events. Many

more black jazz bands came to Paris in the ensuing years, enjoying

degrees of musical and financial success that eluded them in America

because of racial discrimination.

The French rage for Black-American musical artists was perhaps

best exemplified by the stardom of Josephine Baker. Fernand Leger, who

had provided the scenery and costumes for La Creation, was instrumental

/Ain influencing the Theatre des Champs-Elysees to bring a black troupe

from New York to Paris. "La revue negre" consequently opened in October

of 1925 featuring the nineteen-year-old dancer and chanteuse, Josephine

Baker, who became virtually "an overnight sensation and the toast of

Ibid., 476.

8 Ibid. ,477.
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Paris." 9  Artists like Alexander Calder, whose first all-wire sculpture

was a 1926 figure of Baker, were entranced by her.

Also in 1925, the Cotton Club revue, from a prominent nightclub in

Harlem, arrived in Paris bringing all sixty-three members of the

production, including the singers, dancers and musicians.11 French

films from as early as 1923 also reflected this enthusiasm by showing

blacks as featured entertainers.12

Many classical composers of the early twentieth century were

intrigued by jazz and its new sounds. In Europe, such composers

included Claude Debussy, Darius Milhaud, Igor Stravinsky, Maurice Ravel,

Arthur Honegger and Erik Satie. The novelty of jazz was an attraction

to these composers, suggesting new possibilities previously unexplored

in Western art music. The syncopated rhythms of Ragtime were uti-lized

as early as 1908 in Debussy's Golliwog's Cakewalk. The expanded

harmonic language of jazz, including extended and altered sonorities,

was made available. 13Resources such as the blues scale and the

pentatonic scale offered fresh opportunities for melodic invention. New

Elaine Brody, Paris: The Musical Kaleidoscope, 1870-1925
(New York: G. Braziller, 1987), 243.

10 Rosenstock, op. cit., 477.

11Brody, o. cit., 243.

12 Rosenstock, op. cit., 477-8.

13 A chord extension is a tone which is added to an existing triad;
possibilities include the sixthm seventh, ninth, eleventh and
thirteenth. A chord alteration involves either raising or lowering an
existing chord tone, usually the fifth, ninth or eleventh.
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timbres and special performance practices, such as the gliss, growl and

shake, were also used in many works of these composers.

Perhaps the earliest example of jazz in French art music was in

the score of Parade, a 1917 Ballets Russe production scored by Erik

Satie. The most strikingly jazz-oriented piece in the work, by virtue

of its syncopated Ragtime figures, is entitled "Steamship Rag." In the

early 1920s, Satie and his young followers, "Les Six," were presenting

concerts of their music in Paul Guillaume's gallery. These composers

indiscriminately linked African art and American jazz as similar

cultural achievements, ignoring the incongruity between the African

artifacts in the gallery and the French music being played there.

Whereas the African pieces of art were the products of an older

civilization, the newly-composed music was inspired by. modern American

jazz. "Les Six" and Jean Cocteau, the poet and unofficial publicist for

the group, frequented a particular bar in Paris where the French

pianist, Jean Wiener, and a black American saxophonist, Vance Lowry,

played jazz. It was here, and later at the night club, Le Boeif sur le

Toit, that Cocteau and one of "Les Six," Darius Milhaud, "sat in" as

drummers.

Three major composers stand out among those influenced by jazz:

Maurice Ravel, Igor Stravinsky and Darius Milhaud. Ravel and Milhaud

were native Frenchmen, and Stravinsky lived for a time in both Paris and

14 Rosenstock, op. cit., 478.

M
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in French Switzerland. 15 All were affected by the preoccupation with

jazz within French culture.

Maurice Ravel, who suffered from insomnia, enjoyed the Parisian

nightlife and its inherent opportunities for listening to jazz music.

In December of 1921, Ravel and fellow composer, Albert Roussel, attended

the opening production of a series of concerts in Paris (organized by

Jean Wiener) that featured both modern art music and jazz. In addition

to the inclusion of works by Stravinsky and Milhaud, the program began

with jazz played by Billy Arnold's orchestra, a well-trained

organization of white American musicians that usually performed in hotel

ballrooms. Roussel stormed out of the concert hall, incensed at the

inclusion of jazz; Ravel, on the other hand, remained and reportedly

enjoyed the performance.16 In 1928 Ravel visited the United States,

and spent several evenings in Harlem listening to jazz with George

Gershwin.1 Ravel was amazed that most American composers had not used

jazz as a musical resource although they freely made use of music from

other countries. He believed Gershwin to be the exception and greatly

admired Rhapsody in Blue. When Gershwin asked to study with him, Ravel

refused, saying, "You would only lose the spontaneous quality of your

15 0Andre Hodeir, Jazz: Its Evolution and Essence, trans. David
Noakes (New York: Grove Press, 1979), 246,

Arbie Orenstein, Ravel: Man and Musician (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1975), 83.

17Ibid., 97.
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melody and end up by writing bad Ravel." 1 8  He encouraged American

composers to take advantage of "the rich and diverting rhythm of your

jazz,...the emotional expression in your blues..." to achieve a national

American music.9 Ravel's initial attempt at the inclusion of jazz

elements in his own music was in L'Enfant et les Sortil'eges (1925),

which contained elements of Ragtime. Two other jazz-influenced examples

are Sonata for Violin and Piano (1927) and Concerto for the Left Hand

(1931), both of which will be discussed in Chapter III.

Igor Stravinsky, at his request, was brought piano reductions of

jazz (primarily Ragtime) by the young Swiss conductor, Ernest Ansermet.

Stravinsky writes of "the appetite I had then for jazz." 2 0 Ansermet, a

close friend of Stravinsky, had heard Will Marion Cook's Southern

Syncopated Orchestra when it toured Europe in 1919 and wrote one of the

first criticisms of jazz,2 praising the band for their "astonishing

perfection, superb taste, and fervour of playing."2 It was around

this time that Stravinsky wrote Ragtime for Eleven Instruments, Piano

Rag-Music, and L'Histoire du Soldat, all containing the jazz-influenced

characteristic of Ragtime syncopation. He failed to capture the style

and characteristics of jazz, a result not due to incompetence, but

18 Rollo Myers, Ravel: Life and Works (London: Duckworth & Co.,
Ltd., 1960), 79.

19 Orenstein, op. cit., 97.

20 Brody, op. cit. , 247.

21 Gunther Schuller, "The Influence of Jazz on the History and
Development of Concert Music," Instrumentalist (November, 1988), 20.

22 Frank Tirro, Jazz: A History (New York: Norton, 1977), 334.
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rather because he was unwilling to modify significantly his sparse

compositional language of the time.

Of the three French composers most influenced by jazz in the 1920s

and 1930s, Milhaud had more encounters with jazz than either Stravinsky

or Ravel. In 1920, he heard Billy Arnold's orchestra in London and was

intrigued by the music. He described the music as

. .extremely subtle in its use of timbre: the saxophone breaking
in, squeezing out the juice of dreams, or the trumpet, dramatic or
languorous by turns, the clarinet, frequently played in its upper
register, the lyrical use of the trombone, glancing with its slide
over quarter-tones in crescendos of volume and pitch, thus
intensifying the feeling; and the whole, so various yet not
disparate, held together by the piano and subtly punctuated by the
complex rhythms of the percussion, a kind of inner beat, the vital
pulse of the rhythmic life of the music. The constant use of
syncopation in the melody was of such contrapuntal freedom that it
gave the impression of unregulated improvisation.24

In 1922 Milhaud visited the United States and, when interviewed by

newspapermen, stated his belief that European music was influenced

considerably by jazz. According to Milhaud, "most American musicians

had not realized the importance of jazz as an art form and relegated it

to the dance hall. "C While in New York, he heard Paul Whiteman's

orchestra, a group that was similar to Arnold's in its approach to jazz.

Milhaud also later witnessed a more authentic form of jazz when he

visited Harlem and heard performances of the blues. The music he heard

23 Schuller, op. cit., 20, 89.

-4Darius Milhaud, Notes Without Music: An Autobiography, trans.
David Evans (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1953), 119.

25 Ibid.t, 135.
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there was quite a contrast to that of the more polished commercial jazz

orchestras of Whiteman and Arnold. As he states,

The music I heard was absolutely different from anything I had ever
heard before and was a revelation to me. Against the beat of the
drums the melodic lines crisscrossed in a breathless pattern of
broken and twisted rhythms. A Negress whose grating voice seemed to
come from the depths of the centuries sang in front of the various
tables. With despairing pathos and dramatic feeling she sang over
and over again, to the point of exhaustion, the same refrain, to
which the constantly changing melodic pattern of the orchestra wove
a kaleidoscopic background.

While in Harlem, Milhaud purchased many recordings on the Black Swan and

Gennett labels. These recordings were referred to as "race records," a

title that identified them as having been recorded by black artists.

Representative performers included Fletcher Henderson, Ethel Waters,

King Oliver, and the New Orleans Rhtyhm Kings.2 In addition to these

"race records," Milhaud also returned to France with many "state of the

art" Victor recordings of jazz as performed by white musicians.

Determined to use jazz elements within a chamber work,2 he composed La

Creation du Nonde in 1923. Like Stravinsky, Milhaud did not relinquish

his unique compositional style. He retained his own bitonal and

polytonal compositional language while succeeding in capturing the

spontaneity and the polyphonic texture of early jazz.29

26Ibid. ,136-7.

27 Schuller, op. cit., 89.

28 Milhaud, op. cit., 137.

29 Schuller, op. cit., 90.
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By the early 1930s the allure of jazz began to diminish for French

composers. When compared to the extraordinary harmonic, rhythmic,

structural, and technical advances in contemporary art music in the

1920s, jazz seemed '"...primitive, limited repetitious, and devoid of

radical invention." 3 0 Composers lost their fascination with jazz

despite its advances: an expanded harmonic vocabulary, an augmented

timbral palette, and a rise in the requisite technical skills of jazz

performers. These aspects of jazz playing were conspicuous in the music

of such bands as Duke Ellington's, Fletcher Henderson's, Bennie Moten's,

Count Basie's, and Jimmy Lunceford's. In addition, most of the jazz

still being played in France by American expatriates and native French

musicians was gradually ignored by French composers. Consequently,

there was a brief hiatus of jazz influence on classical music in.France

until the late 1940s at which time a new style of jazz called "bebop"

emerged. With its rapid harmonic rhythm, complex chord structures, and

the virtuosic improvisations of performers such as trumpeter "Dizzy"

Gillespie and saxophonist Charlie Parker, bebop rekindled the French

fascination with jazz and influenced the manner in which French

musicians composed for instruments commonly associated with jazz,

especially the trumpet.

30 Loc. cit.



CHAPTER II

STYLISTIC ELEMENTS OF JAZZ

Before discussing the influence of jazz upon contemporary French

trumpet works, it is first necessary to define jazz in terms of the

traditional elements of music: rhythm, harmony, melody, texture and

timbre. Secondly, it is important to realize that these elements were

treated differently in the various jazz styles. Of the stylistic

periods which contributed directly to the infusion of jazz into the

trumpet works to be discussed, the most important are: Ragtime (1900-

1917), Dixieland (1917-1929), and Swing (1930-1945).: There are, to be

sure, more recent styles, but none of them are relevant to this study.

Defining jazz is difficult, especially when taking into account

all the styles the term encompasses. Frank Tirro, in his book Jazz:

A History, considers jazz to be "that music which came into being in the

southern part of the United States during the late nineteenth century

and first blossomed in the vicinity of New Orleans at the turn of the

twentieth century." Jazz is the end product of a cross-fertilization

of African musical traditions that survived the period of slavery and

emancipation in America. These traditions then merged and integrated,

prior to 1900, with European compositional techniques.

31 Tirro, op. cit., 55.

12
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Traditional musical elements are present in all jazz styles,

making the music instantly recognizable as jazz. The manifestations of

these elements within jazz are:

1) the reliance on popular song form (AABA or ABAB) and twelve-bar
blues form. Much of jazz, particularly from the time of
Dixieland to the present, follows these formal patterns. Each of
the patterns is repeated several times during a jazz performance:
a) following the presentation of the melody, a number of
repetitions (choruses) occur during which individual members of
the.band improvise melodies corresponding to the underlying
harmonies; and b) the final repetition occurs as the original
melody is stated once again.

2) the syncopated melodies and rhythms that are added to a steady
underlying pulse. The syncopations provide a degree of rhythmic
interest as well as a strong sense of momentum that is
attributable to a prevalence of eighth-note anticipations,

3) the use of improvisation3' as a variation technique in which
either an embellishment of a song's original melody or new
freely-composed material based on the pre-exihting harmony.is
used.

4) a tonal harmony with frequent use of the blues scale (to be
discussed later). The harmonic functions of the chords qsed in
jazz are very traditional and are based on the notion of root
movement by descending fifth (or ascending fourth). As the
harmonic language of jazz expanded, alterations and extensions of
chords were used more frequently to provide a stronger sense of
tension in need of release. Basic harmonic functions, however,
remained unchanged.

5) the rhythm instruments which function as a tutti group within the
ensemble. This usually consisted of a chordal instrument (piano,
banjo or guitar), string bass (or tuba), and a trap drum set.
The function of the rhythm section is to provide the harmonic and
metric foundation for the ensemble.

6) timbral features, as well as other performance practice
techniques (vibrato, glissando, unequal articulation, half-valve,
rip, shake). The tone quality heard from jazz players was
different from that derived from the nineteenth-century

Improvisation is the spontaneous creation and performance of
musical material.
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provide a stronger sense of tension in need of release. The
harmonic functions, however, remained unchanged.

5) a rhythm section as a tutti group of.instruments within the
ensemble. This usually consisted of a chordal instrument (piano,
banjo or guitar), string bass (or tuba), and a trap drum set.
The function of the rhythm section is to provide the harmonic and
metric foundation for the ensemble.

6) timbral features, as well as other performance practice
techniques (vibrato, glissando, unequal articulation, half-valve,
rip, shake). The tone quality heard from jazz players was
different from that derived from the nineteenth-century
orchestral tradition. In addition, jazz trumpeters and
trombonists further expanded timbral possibilities through
experimentation with various types of mutes (straight, cup,
harmon, derby, solotone, etc.).

7) emphasis placed upon the performer rather than the composer. In
European art music the performer's task is one of re-creation
and, as such, is subservient to the important role of the
composer. The jazz performer, however, s concerned with
creation, with the composer's work to be used as a point of
departure for improvisation. The difference in function and
priority ensures the focus on the player reather than the
composer.

While Western music after the Baroque has not included

improvisation as an important element, classical trumpet playing has

been profoundly influenced by expanded techniques derived from jazz

improvisation. The jazz musicians, mostly unschooled, had stretched the

technical and expressive boundaries of their instruments to the

astonishment of conservatory-trained classical musicians. Many trumpet

players, including Louis Armstrong and Harry James were displaying a

degree of technical prowess no symphony trumpet player of the time could

dream of equalling. As early as the nineteenth century, the Complete

Conservative Method of J.B. Arban sought to improve and increase the

expertise of cornetists through well-crafted exercises which isolated
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style was readily adopted by soloists in many brass and municipal bands

of the time.

It was a merging of this tradition with that of jazz that produced

the artistry of Harry James. James was undoubtedly schooled in the

demands of the cornet solos, and further developed his phenomenal

technical skills by playing in his father's circus band during his

youth. James was able to utilize his technical prowess as an element in

his jazz improvisation to an extent far greater than that of any of his

contemporaries in the 1930s and 1940s.

Perhaps the most striking innovation in trumpet playing that was

brought about by jazz was the demand .for an extended range. The upper

register was not exploited in trumpet music after the Baroque, although

exceptions exist in the twentieth-century orchestral repertoire.

Stravinsky called for E-flat3 in his Rite of Spring of 1913, but the

note was intended for the small-bore soprano trumpet. In 1928,

Schoenberg also employed the same pitch, E-flat3 , in his Orchestra

Variations, but made it optional due to the extreme range. Armstrong,

on the other hand, freely included C3 and D3 (concert pitches B-flat 2

and C3) in his improvisations in the 1920s. One night in Paris, he

reportedly played seventy consecutive high-Cs (C 3 ) in one song.32

Because high-C was the highest written note used in nearly all

trumpet etude books, most classical trumpeters had accepted it as the

practical limit for the upper register. They were amazed at Armstrong's

high-register ability which enabled him, by the early 1930s, to include

32 Schuller, op. cit., 90.
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F3 on a regular basis in his playing. Similarly, they marveled at the

power of James who frequently utilized G3 .

Armstrong and James were certainly not the first virtuoso trumpet

players to achieve these notes. The previously-mentioned cornet

soloists frequently included F3 in their cadenzas and often ended their

pieces on this pitch, despite Arban's admonition that B-flat2 was the

upper limit of the practical range. Armstrong, and especially James,

would have been aware of Clarke and other virtuosi and, consequently,

would have been tempted and challenged to include the upper register in

their jazz playing. The fact that they accomplished this goal while

improvising is a further testimony to their skill.

In 1931, Glen Gray's Casa Loma Orchestra was the first of the big

bands to use a trumpet "screamer" (or "screech" trumpet), a player who

specialized in very high notes. This pioneering player was Sonny

33Dunham. Dunham paved the way for others such as "Cat" Anderson, with

Duke Ellington's band, and Maynard Ferguson, who established his

reputation with Stan Kenton's band. These trumpeters extended the

instrument's range to C4 and higher.

Another important jazz-influenced innovation adapted to classical

trumpet music was that of the timbral effects of mutes. Prior to the

influence of jazz, the straight mute was the only mute called for by

European composers. After composers experienced the cup, Harmon and

plunger mutes in the jazz idiom, they began to include them in classical

works.

Tirro. on. cit., 226.
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Ragtime

The first period of jazz history is Ragtime. Although its origins

are obscured, some popular sheet music was hinting at Ragtime

syncopations as early as the late 1880s. By the early 1890s, the

Ragtime idea (in music, if not in name) was firmly established and known

in many areas of the United States. Charles Ives, for example, had

heard it in minstrel shows in his native Danbury, Connecticut before

1892, and was infusing his works with the rhythms and spirit of Ragtime

as early as 1901. The unveiling of Ragtime to a mass public and the

beginning of its popularity was at the 1893 World's Columbian Exhibition

(World's Fair) in Chicago. Pianists from all over the central United

States, including Scott Joplin, converged on the fair. They gathered on

the midway, as well as in the red-light district, and compared styles

and ideas.34 The first published Ragtime work was William H. Krell's

Mississippi Rag appearing in 1897. Later that same year Harlem Rag, by

Tom Turpin, was published. This work was the first of its kind by a

black composer. Scott Joplin, the acknowledged master of Ragtime, first

achieved success with his Maple Leaf Rag, which appeared in 1899.

New Orleans became the focal point of early jazz activity in the

United States. Due to the tremendous accessibility of a wide variety of

music performances throughout the city, blacks in New Orleans were

generally more musically sophisticated than blacks elsewhere. The

musical contributions of the Creole population were especially

34 Ibid., 95.
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significant in the development of jazz. Throughout the nineteenth

century, three distinct social classes existed in New Orleans: the

whites, the blacks and the Creoles. The Creoles, people of mixed

ancestry (black and French), were aristocrats in the city and their

training and way of life were almost entirely European. In 1897, when

legislation was passed to ensure strict racial segregation in New

Orleans, the Creoles were forced to move into the black neighborhood.35

The man responsible for this law was the town alderman of New Orleans,

Sidney Story. In addition to moving the Creoles to the black

neighborhood, he was also successful in legalizing prostitution within

this thirty-eight block area. As a result of Story's legislation, the

area became known as Storyville.

Quickly becoming the entertainment center of New Orleans,

Storyville had more than its share of bars, restaurants, theaters,

gambling houses and, especially, bordellos. Most of these "pleasure

palaces" employed at least a piano player, and many employed small

groups of musicians. The instrumentation of these ensembles varied

among the establishments but often included cornet, clarinet, trombone,

violin, piano, string bass and drums. The music played by such groups

was basically orchestrated Ragtime piano music. The oral folk tradition

of the blacks was blended with the European classical training of the

35 It is ironic that prior to the legislated integration of the
blacks and Creoles, the Creoles had been extremely prejudiced against
the blacks of New Orleansi
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Creoles by musicians from both backgrounds as they played together in

these bands.36

One particularly noteworthy Creole musician who began his career

in New Orleans in the early 1900s was the soprano saxophonist Sidney

Bechet. Bechet spent most of his life in self-imposed exile in France

and "perhaps more than any other single figure... .was responsible for

introducing jazz elements into French classical composition of the early

twentieth century."

Perhaps the most striking element of Ragtime is that of the

syncopated rhythm. Most rags were written in duple meter (usually 2/4)

and featured a syncopated treble melody operating against a metrically

accented (non-syncopated) bass line. The rhythmic divisions of these

syncopations are usually one-half of the duration of the bass note.

Thus a bass line in 2/4 would consist of continuous eighth-notes and

would support treble syncopations in sixteenths, usually occuring on

the second or fourth sixteenth (Ex. 1).

Example 1. Typical Ragtime syncopations.

36 James McCalla, Jazz: A Listener's Guide (Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1982), 4-5.

Tirro, op. cit., p. 161.
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Two types of "ragging" emerged as the foundation for later

variants: untied syncopations, restricted to separate halves of a 2/4

measure; and tied syncopations, connecting halves of a measure (Ex. 2).

Although a tie across the bar-line, as seen in the example below, would

seem to be a small and logical development, it was rare until after

1900.

Example 2. a) Untied Ragtime syncopations; b) tied Ragtime
syncopations.

Other musical characteristics of Ragtime include: a functional

harmony stressing tonic, dominant, and subdominant; a slow harmonic

rhythm; a homophonic texture; and compound song-form structures (most

rags having four themes of sixteen measures each).

In 1917, the United States entered World War I and New Orleans

suddenly became a major port. The U.S. Navy, after inspecting the city,

forced New Orleans to close down Storyville. While New Orleans retained

its status as an important center for jazz, the closing of the area

which had nurtured Ragtime performers marks a tangible end to the style.

That same year the Original Dixieland Jazz Band made a recording,

becoming the first group to commercially use the word "jazz."
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Dixieland

Dixieland, the next style period, occupied the years 1917 to 1929.

During this time Chicago emerged as another important center for jazz.

The single most significant event in the popularizing of the new style

was the previously-mentioned recording made by the Original Dixieland

Jazz Band in 1917. When Nick La Rocca, the cornet player and leader of

the ODJB brought his New Orleans musicians to New York to record, they

displayed a fully developed Dixieland style and repertoire. 3 8 It was

clear that these were white musicians studiously copying the performance

characteristics of the black musicians. The group was enthusiastically

accepted from the beginning

While Ragtime was originally conceived as a solo piano style and

later merely orchestrated for a small instrumental ensemble, Dixieland

was intended from the beginning to be performed by a ensemble of five to

eight musicians. The instrumentation usually consisted of the "front

line" (cornet, clarinet and trombone) and the rhythm section (drums, a

plucked string bass or tuba, and a guitar, banjo or piano). Perhaps the

most noteworthy characteristic of Dixieland was the polyphonically

improvised texture. The cornet (or trumpet in the latter part of the

period) would state the melody in an embellished manner. At the same

time, the clarinet improvised an obbligato, the trombone played a type

of ground bass, and the rhythm section provided harmonic and rhythmic

38 Ibid., 167.

Ibid. , 168.
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interplay. There were also improvised solos by the "front line" players

and the pianist, during which the texture of the accompaniment would

change to homophony. During the solos, the rhythm section would repeat

the entire harmonic structure of the piece while the soloist

superimposed spontaneously-created melodies that corresponded to the

underlying harmonies. Since Dixieland utilized many of the same songs

as had Ragtime, the functional harmony and the slow harmonic rhythm of

the latter were retained in this new music.

Also during the Dixieland period, there was an emphasis placed on

exploiting the blues scale as a source for melodic invention (Ex. 3).

Example 3. Blues scale on C.

A ""lo
iz~zzzffiiI -

fro io k

This hybrid scale appears to contain both major and minor thirds and

sevenths. In traditional blues performances, however, a "blue" note

third was employed which fell halfway between E-flat and E in the key of

C. Likewise the "blue" seventh was found between B-flat and B. This

expressive manipulation of pitch was derived from the oral folk

traditions of sub-Saharan African music and yielded melodic

possibilities heretofore unknown in Western music. The resulting

non-tempered tones, which are very difficult for instrumentalists to

achieve, were the province of the singers; trombonists were the only

instrumentalists to have the capability to match the vocalists. Other

-"ill

I
il i t
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instrumentalists had to be content with alternating the major and minor

thirds or sevenths, or simply choosing one--generally the minor third

or seventh--for a strikingly dissonant effect. Pianists solved the

problem of selection by sounding both notes simultaneously in a half-

step clash. Eventually, the minor third and minor seventh were

generally accepted as the "blue" notes, because of their disavowal of a

major tonality (no major third and no leading tone) and the inherent

dissonance juxtaposed against diatonic harmonies. The effect of the

usage goes beyond dissonance, however, and lends a certain ambiguity or

even neutrality (as Marshall Stearns wrote ) yielding a result very

much unlike the European tradition of. major and minor modality. It is

clearly a characteristic that, along with the syncopation, not only sets

jazz apart from Western art music, but made clear the distinction

between the jazz of black musicians, who made more use of the blues

scale, and those of the commercial white bands (such as Whiteman and

Arnold).

One cannot write of jazz in the 1920s without the specific mention

of cornetist/trumpeter Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong, arguably the most

influential jazz musician of all time. Armstrong grew up in Storyville,

and it was there that he learned to play the cornet. In 1922, he began

his creative career with King Oliver's Creole Jazz Band, considered to

be the finest jazz ensemble of its day.i Two years later he left

40 Marshall Stearns, The Story of Jazz (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1957), 276-80.

Oliver is also noted for being the first jazz cornet player to
use mutes.
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Oliver and joined Fletcher Henderson's band, a successful and

influential organization that depended on arrangements and ensemble

playing--musical characteristics not found in the improvisatory New

Orleans style. In the mid-20s Armstrong began recording with his own

newly-formed group, the Hot Five, and the group was quickly acknowledged

as the very best in "hot" jazz. It was through these recordings that

Armstrong achieved his place in jazz history. At this same time, he

switched to the trumpet, thereby ensuring the downfall of the cornet as

a jazz instrument by virtue of his overwhelming influence on other

cornet players. While his dominance was powerful, his style did not

continue to evolve over his entire career. The quality present in the

1930s, however, did not deteriorate. The jazz historian, -Martin.

Williams, states: "Armstrong's story on records between 1923 and 1932

is one of almost sweeping growth--and after that is frequently one of

entrenched excellence.,,42

A complete detailing of the various areas of Armstrong's influence

would be outside the scope of this study. It is, however, necessary to

list his most important contributions. First, because of his

innovative and powerful solos, the focus in jazz shifted from the older

style of collective improvisation to one which emphasized the

individual. He also departed from the melody to improvise original

lines that were compatible with the underlying harmonic progression--

this during a time when most jazz musicians were content to merely

42 Martin Williams, The Smithsonian Collection of Classic Jazz,
liner notes (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1973), 20.

-j Z-, rA.7t _- ., - 7 , - , , ,, , , , , I
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embellish the tune. In the area of rhythm, he abandoned the duple

subdivisions of Ragtime and employed, instead, a "swing" style. Eighth-

note pairs were performed with a triplet subdivision; the first eighth

note received the equivalent of two-thirds of the beat, and the second

received the remaining one-third (See Example 4). Armstrong was, quite

Example 4. a) Notated rhythms: b) actual performance practice.

a ) b) r-3, 3--

simply, the dominant trumpet player of the 1920s, serving as a model for

all others. He had a very full yet bright tone, a remarkable range, and

an extroverted, virtuosic manner of playing. For these reasons he

overshadowed all who came before and influenced those who followed. In

a relatively short span of time Louis Armstrong became a household name,

not only in the United States but also in jazz-hungry France, where the

Hot Five recordings were first available in 1926.

Swing

Toward the end of the 1920s, jazz was still undergoing changes,

most notably in the expansion in the size of the ensembles and in the

trend toward newly-written compositions and special arrangements. As a

result, the "big band" emerged and ushered in the Swing Era (1929 to

1945). Pioneers included Fletcher Henderson, Duke Ellington, Glen Gray,

Jimmy Lunceford, and Count Basie. The instrumentation of the ensemble
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generally consisted of from three to five saxophones, two to four

trombones, two to four trumpets, piano, bass, and drums, and

occasionally a vocalist.

The swing eighth-note (triplet subdivision) pioneered by Louis

Armstrong became the performance norm during the Swing Era, and the

eighth-note anticipation of strong beats emerged as a characteristic

rhythmic treatment, as illustrated in Example 5. The harmony was still

Example 5. a) Simple melody; b) Swing Era anticipations.

a)

b

I r reLPA i al

very functionally-oriented, but the effect was fuller and more lush due

to chordal extensions and alterations. Chords were commonly extended by

the addition of the seventh and sometimes the ninth. Alterations,

usually on a dominant-function chord, were limited generally to the

lowered-ninth above a seventh chord and the raised-eleventh above a

ninth chord. Elaborate melodic embellishment was once again prevalent

primarily due to Armstrong's influence. Finally, the polyphonic texture

of Dixieland gave way to the Swing Era's homophony.

One cannot conclude a discussion of trumpet playing in the Swing

Era without the inclusion of Harry James, a player whose technical

expertise has already been discussed. James first achieved a degree of

Wqpwww
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success as a very exciting twenty-year-old soloist with Benny Goodman's

band. He then formed his own organization in 1939 and was considered

the top trumpeter of the time, having been voted that honor in the

Metronome magazine poll from 1940 to 1945. James was an extremely

versatile performer with a range and technical ability matched by

virtually no other trumpet player. His playing of sentimental and

romantic ballads with florid obbligati was widely admired and emulated.

It must be stated, though, that in most jazz writings, Harry James' name

is conspicuously absent from discussions of the 1930s and 1940s. James'

reputation among jazz writers suffered because he embraced commercial

success and diluted the jazz content of his work. This fact does not,

however, in any way diminish his tremendous influence on trumpeters and

on the manner both jazz and classical composers wrote for the trumpet.



CHAPTER III

JAZZ INFLUENCE IN SELECTED CHAMBER AND SYMPHONIC

WORKS BY MILHAUD, STRAVINSKY AND RAVEL

When looking at the body of jazz-inspired art music, one discovers

a wealth of examples in the music of France. Perhaps the most often

cited piece in the genre is La Creation du Monde by Darius Milhaud. It

is the earliest symphonic work utilizing jazz elements and predates

George Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue by one year. A deliberate evocation

of jazz, it was premiered at the Theatre des Champs-Elysees on October

25, 1923 and has been described as ". . .the most perfect of all pieces of

symphonic jazz."43 Contemporary reviews were more critical. Max Chop,

writing in Signale in 1929, condemned it as "...arch-amateurish

handiwork... this conglomeration of squeaking muted trumpets, howling

saxophones, grunting trombones--each instrumental group naturally in a

different key..."44 This criticism is interesting because it seems to

denigrate characteristics of jazz playing rather than La Creation

specifically. To the listener unfamiliar with jazz in the early 1920s,

the sounds would seem raucous and cacophonous, and to admit this new

music to the concert hall was nearly unthinkable.

David Ewen, The Complete Book of 20th Century Music (Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1959), 256.

44 Nicolas Slonimsky, Lexicon of Musical Invective: Critical
Assaults on Composers Since Beethoven's Time (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 1965), 125.

28
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In terms of the spirit and sound of early jazz, La Creation can be

favorably compared to the Original Dixieland Jazz Band's recording of

Livery Stable Blues (1917), which many European intellectuals knew by

1920. The ODJB toured Europe in 1918, thereby establishing their

popularity. Their raucous, almost uncultivated boisterousness appealed

to sophisticated, rebellious.Parisians like Milhaud. In addition, the

quality of their "state of the art" recordings on the Victor label was

far superior to that of the "race" records, ensuring a more aurally

accessible model to emulate. 45

The formal organization and the African-inspired program of La

Creation is briefly summarized below:

Overture

Section I) The chaos before Creation. Giant deities of Creation
hold council.

Section II) The confused mass begins to move. Suddenly, a treeappears, and then various animals.

Section III) The animals join in a dance during which two bodiesemerge limb by limb from the central mass.

Section IV) While the pair perform the dance of desire, theremaining mass dissolves into human beings, who join in a freneticround to the point of vertigo.

Section V) The crowd disappears in little groups, leaving the blackAdam and Eve in a lasting kiss. It is springtime.6

It is scored for seventeen solo instruments: two flutes, oboe, two

clarinets, bassoon, horn, two trumpets, trombone, piano, percussion, two

Schuller, p.it., 90.

46 Ewen, Qm. cit., 256-7.
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violins, saxophone, cello, and bass. The conception is chamber-like,

borrowing from the jazz bands Milhaud had heard earlier that year, but

not duplicating them. The instrumentation is remarkably similar to a

society dance band of the 1920s, if the flutes, oboe, bassoon and horn

are removed from consideration. In addition, the percussion part sounds

at times like the trap drum set being used in jazz of the time.

Syncopation pervades the entire work provides the inherent

rhythmic drive. The first instance of syncopation in La Creation is

played by the trumpets in the Overture (Ex. 6). This rhythmic

configuration recurs throughout the entire piece as a. unifying device.

A comparison of Milhaud's rhythm with typical Ragtime considerations

(Examples 1 and 2) reveals the obvious influence of Ragtime. The

similarity becomes more apparent when the trumpet rhythms are rewritten

to correspond to the 2/4 meter of ragtime. The first section contains a

Example 6. a) Ragtime rhythms from La Creation, Overture, measures
19-22; b) Rhythms rewritten to 2/4; c) Typical tied syncopations
from Ragtime.

-A a) oZ

fugue based on a jazz-like motive with the subject initially stated by

the bass (Ex. 7). It contains both the major and minor thirds and
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Example 7. "Blue" note fugal subject from La Creation, section I,
measures 3-8, illustrating alternation of interchangable minor and
major thirds and sevenths.

I 3

Pr - Ibpi.

sevenths, thereby alluding to the problem of instrumentalists being

unable to use the nontempered "blue" note within the parameters of

classical performance practice. Most early jazz players solved the

dilemna by alternating the major and minor forms of -the scale steps in

question. While the bass, like any string instrument, was certainly

capable of playing the actual "blue" notes, there were two associated

problems: 1) notating the microtonal "blue" note; and 2) assuring

consistency of note choice in the ensuing fugue, since the wind

instruments used in La Creation would be unable to play the nontempered

notes. Milhaud's solution was to alternate the major and minor thirds

and sevenths, thereby avoiding dilemmas of notation and consistency.

The second section of the piece reveals another aspect of jazz

influence, the blues scale, which appears in the oboe melody (Ex. 8).

As can be seen in the primary motive of the theme, Milhaud was sensitive

to the inclusion of the minor third and minor seventh as a means, not

only of negating a major/minor modality, but also of providing an

obvious allusion to jazz. Uncharacteristically, the instrumental voice

I

I
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Example 8. Blues melody from La Creation, section II.

J=62

Car

Sax.

C&3

.p

pp4

chosen for this blues melody, the oboe, was never included in jazz bands

of the time.

The underlying harmonic scheme of section four is closely related

to the common Ragtime harmonic progression as illustrated in Example 9.

Of immediate relevance is the cadence, V/V, V7 and I, with the V/V

replacing in function the subdominant of traditional harmony. Milhaud

Example 9. A typical ragtime harmonic progression.

t,.I

- I!

I
V/v V7

I4-

I

I
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utilized this cadence formula here in the key of F-sharp, to provide the

harmonic structure of this section of the work, repeating the pattern

throughout (Ex. 10).

Example 10, Harmonic progression from La Creation, section- IV,
measures 1-4.

a.

Cymb

C.eI.

C.C.TIP

Tam.

AMJE' 2.
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At the end of Part V, the fugal subject appears for the final time

in the flute, while clarinets provide the chordal accompaniment and

trumpets employ the technique of flutter tonguing7 (Ex. 11). The

Example 11. The ending of La Creation, showing flutter tonguing in the
trumpet.

FL

ai.

V...

VU4.

RaIl.
r. Tv'% lent

Trp.w
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47 The flutter tongue is accomplished by the tongue generating the
rolled "r" of the Spanish language, while the performer produces a tone.
In this instance, it is an emulation of the "growl" which is produced at
the back of the throat. The growl is a special effect in jazz
performance which is intended to emulate a gravelly-voiced blues singer
One of the earliest proponents of its inclusion as an expressive jazz
device was "Bubber" Miley, a trumpet soloist with Duke Ellington's band
of the 1920s. Despite superficial similarities, the flutter and the
growl are not the same. Flutter tonguing, called for by Milhaud, was an
important technique in the works of Schoenberg, Berg and Webern, and
would have been familiar to the classical musicians who first performed
La Creation.
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piece is brought to a close, as seen in the same example, on a D major-

major seventh chord (D-F#-A-C#). The seventh here is used as a common

jazz extension to the triad, and consequently does not require

resolution as it would in traditional harmony.

Ragtime for Eleven Instruments (1919) by Igor Stravinsky is

another work often cited for its inclusion of jazz elements. The

syncopated rhythm, evidenced by the opening rhythmic configuration of

dotted eighth and sixteenth notes (Ex. 12), is reminiscent of late

Example 12. Opening of Ragtime, showing duple subdivision of beats.

A Am v rw
]I= a pw I
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Ragtime, or even early Dixieland, before the Armstrong-influenced change

of rhythmic subdivision in the new "swing" style. This particular

rhythmic pattern recurs throughout. Another example incorporating

syncopation can be seen in Example 13. That Stravinsky would readily

incorporate elements of jazz into his unique compositional style is not

surprising, especially when considering the mutual importance of rhythm

and syncopation in jazz and his overall style. Jazz-influenced

rhythms, consequently, are particularly adaptable to Stravinsky's strong

individualistic rhythmic style.
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Example 13. Dotted eighth-sixteenth figures, and syncopations from
Ragtime.

Another work by Stravinsky, L'Histoire du Soldat, also shows

evidence of jazz influence. The instrumentation (clarinet, bassoon,

cornet, trombone, percussion, violin, and bass), with the exception of

the bassoon, is similar to many jazz bands of the time. The battery of

percussion instruments is clearly intended to approximate the sound of a

jazz drum set, as was the case with the percussion in Milhaud's La

Creation. The first section of L'Histoire that shows the influence of

popular American music is the "Tango" from the Three Dances section.

While the Tango-itself was not born out of American jazz, it was quickly

popularized and assimilated into the jazz idiom by American jazz

orchestras. The Tango was of Argentinian descent and emerged from

Buenos Aires in the first decade of the twentieth century. When

Stravinsky wrote his Tango, the dance would have been quite new to

Europe. Like Ragtime, it featured syncopated patterns in a 2/4 meter,

but the Tango lacked the unaccented and continuous bass line present in

Ragtime music. The opening of the piece distinctly shows these two

characteristics (Ex. 14). The syncopation appears in the fourth and

fifth measures.

.I .- I 11 1 .1 .i I prw - - , -
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Example 14. Opening of'"Tango" from L'Histoire du Soldat.

M M. .a80 (environ)
Clarinetto in La

A Mau talon ten, ten. MsuW SW
Violino

Caisse claire sians timbre

grande taille

Grosse Caisse

une Cy4bale fix7e * aa Gr. C.

Another of the Three Dances reveals its jazz inspiration by its

title, "Ragtime." As in Ragtime for Eleven Instruments, Stravinsky

focuses on the rhythmic aspect of Ragtime, utilizing dotted figures

(dotted-sixteenth, thirty-second) throughout to convey the sense -,f

early jazz and its duple subdivision of the beat. His use of

syncopation, beginning in the bassoon part of the fifth measure of

Example 15, is aurally obscured by the complex rhythmic layers which

precede the syncopated figure. This tends to dilute the strong effect

of the jazz-like syncopation. Such rhythmic complexity was not a part of

1920s jazz, but were an important component of Stravinsky's

compositional language.
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Example 15. Dotted rhythms and syncopations in "Ragtime" from Histoire
du Soldat, measures 41-46.

F

C.:

orc
B. -

Two compositions by Maurice Ravel are particularly noteworthy in

terms of jazz influence: Sonata pour Violon et Piano, and Concerto pour

la main gauche. The Sonata was written in 1927, and its second

movement, "Blues," leads one directly to a discussion of Ravel's use of

jazz-inspired elements. Ravel explores the extension of timbral

possibilities in this very stylized allusion to jazz. The piano

is intended to evoke the sound of a plucked banjo, while the violin

imitates sliding saxophone melodies, calling to mind the kind of blues

performance Ravel might have heard in Harlem. He accomplishes this

while maintaining a bitonal scheme typical of his own compositional

style throughout most of the movement. In measures 78-93, the key of

F-sharp is firmly established in the piano, while the violin plays a

melody containing the lowered seventh scale degree (E), one of the

"blue" notes, that clashes with the E-sharp in the piano in measure 84

(Ex. 16). The piano modulates abruptly to the key of B-flat in measure
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Example 16. "Blue"t note melody from Sonata pour Violon et 4iano,
movement 2, measures 79-85.

sul La~

0 1

A A 11.

90, with the violin remaining with its F-sharp blues melody. An

interesting result of these bitonal measures (90-93) can be seen more

readily if one considers the enharmonic equivalents of the.violin notes

to be in the same key as the piano. The three notes (CO, D#, E) which

were the fifth, sixth, and lowered seventh degrees in F-sharp, function

as the lowered third, fourth and tritone (Db, Eb, Fb) in the key of

B-flat, producing a yet greater amount of tension and blues influence

(Ex. 17). Finally, at the end of the movement Ravel employs an A-flat

major-minor seventh chord, which is treated as a tonic triad with the

-

I

I'
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Example 17. Blues melody from Sonata pour Violon et Piano,
movement 2, measures 90-93.

Key of Bb:

added "blue" note, G-flat (Example 18). In traditional harmony, this

sonority functions as a dominant-seventh chord requiring resolution.

Example 18. The ending of Sonata pour violon et piano, movement 2,
illustrating the final dominant-seventh chord.

sul-tasto

Ab major-minor

In his one-movement Concerto pour la main gauche (Concerto for the

Left Hand) of 1937, Ravel utilizes the blues scale as the source for the

primary theme of the Allegro section. In the section between rehearsal

numbers 27 and 30, the music is in the key of C and never ventures from
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the tonic harmony. Particularly striking, however, is the simultaneous

sounding of both the major and minor thirds, E and D-sharp (E-flat),

alluding to the "blue" note third. The technique of the half-step

"clash" had been used by many Ragtime pianists prior to this and, as

mentioned previously, was a solution to the problem of the actual "blue"

note lying between the two thirds. Superimposed over the "blue" harmony

is a syncopated blues melody which uses both the lowered third and

lowered seventh scale degrees (Ex. 19). It is curious that Ravel chose

not to notate the melody in 6/8 meter as he did the accompaniment. With

its triple subdivision of beats, the 6/8 meter would have ensured a

"swing" interpretation of the syncopations. That Ravel may have

intended a "swing" eighth-note interpretation, the notation

notwithstanding, is plausible. On the other hand, as the notation may

serve to indicate, if Ravel did not intend a "swing" interpretation, the

performer would be more effective at illustrating the jazz borrowing

were he to utilize the jazz-type subdivision.48

48 Such a stylistic interpretation of a problematic rhythmic
subdivision is not without precedent. One discovers many works from the
Baroque in which one melodic voice is indicated in triplets while the
other parts are notated in duple subdivision. The performance practice
solution to this Baroque convention is rhythmic conformity within
certain stylistic parameters. Ravel's Concerto demands the
interpretation noted above since its stylistic parameters include jazz
and its complementary "swing" eighth notes.
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Example 19. From Concerto for the Left Hand: "blue" note clash in the
accompaniment on the second beat of each measure; syncopated blues
melody utilizing "blue" thirds and sevenths.

-l pcepruussvo
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The foregoing examples clearly illustrate that Milhaud, Stravinsky

and Ravel were all drawn to jazz by its novel treatment of harmony,

rhythm, melodic resources, timbre, and other special effects. They

incorporated these elements, with varying degrees of success, into their

already-established compositional languages without compromising their

individual styles,



CHAPTER IV

JAZZ INFLUENCE IN SELECTED SOLO TRUMPET WORKS

OF TOMASI, JOLIVET, BOZZA AND IBERT

Many of the previously-discussed elements of jazz style appear in

the solo trumpet music of twentieth-century French composers. While

Henri Tomasi, Andre Jolivet, Eugene Bozza and Jacques Ibert belong to

the generation after Ravel, Milhaud and Stravinsky, manifestations of

jazz influence remain clearly evident in their works. The following

works will be examined: Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra by Henri

Tomasi; Concerto No. 2 for Trumpet by Andre Jolivet; Caprice and

Concertino by Eug? ne Bozza; and Impromptu by Jacques Ibert. These were

chosen because they are considered part of the standard concert

repertoire for the trumpet, and because they are representative of 20th-

century music for solo trumpet.

Henri Tomasi

Tomasi was born in 1901 and died in 1971. He studied at the Paris

Conservatory with Paul Vidal, and was awarded the Prix de Rome in 1927

and the Grand Prix de la Musigue Francaise in 1952. Attracted primarily

to writing for the theater, Tomasi created a compositional style that

has been described by Arthur Hoeree as "intensely direct in feeling,

44
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occasionally dissonant...highly colored."49 It is clearly derived from

Ravel's Impressionistic style.

Tomasi's Concerto is a three-movement work that was written in

1948. Because the third movement exhibits no jazz influence in its

virtuosic fanfare-like declamations, attention will be focused on the

first two movements. The first movement is rather rhapsodic,

culminating in an extended multi-sectioned cadenza. One particular

section is indicated by Tomasi as, "En mesure, Tempo di Blues," and

implies the key of C-sharp minor. Fortunately, he also included a

metronome marking of J=60 because "blues," to a modern musician, could

conceivably be performed at any one of a wide variety of tempi. With

the indicated slow tempo, however, Tomasi was clearly evoking the

older, more deliberate blues format. As is evident in Example 20,

Tomasi expanded the melodic content beyond the notes of the C-sharp

blues scale. The "Blues" section begins with the note G (F-double

sharp), which is the tritone above the tonic c-sharp. Tomasi follows

the G with G-sharp, A and, finally, G-sharp, thereby utilizing the

technique of "circumlocution." This term is often applied to

performances by blues singers, wherein the artist uses neighboring tones

Arthur Hoeree, "Henri Tomasi," The New Grove Dictionary of Music
and Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980),
XIX, 35-6.
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as a means of expressive inflection. 5 0 In the third measure of Example

20, Tomasi again calls for the same four pitches (G, G#, A, G#) though

in a slightly different rhythmic configuration. By placing the G on the

downbeat in both instances (measures one and three) he ensures a degree

of prominence to the resulting tritone, an important color tone of the

blues scale. Tomasi's treatment of the "blue" notes is also

significant. To approximate the "blue" third, he chose to use only the

minor third (E), avoiding the major third which was used less commonly

in the blues. In the second measure of Example 20, Tomasi used the

Example 20. "Blues" melody from Tomasi's Concerto, movement 2, "Tempo
di Blues," rehearsal number 23, .illustrating circumlocution in the
first and third measures.

J = (En mesure, Tempo di Blues)
A mi

pp

WF I IL jM
01 W M lp .
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50 A close relationship between verbal inflection and variable
meaning exists in West African languages. This factor is present also
in vocal expression in African music, which greatly influenced early
African-American singers. Jazz musicians later attempted to imitate
this and other aspects of the vocalists' art, arriving at an
instrumental approximation of circumlocution, a technique impossible to
notate precisely. For further discussion of circumlocution, refer to
James McCalla , Jazz.:- A L is tner ' s Guide (Englewood Clif f s , NJ:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1982), 2-3.
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device of alternating the interchangeable sevenths as a practical

solution to the problem of performing the actual microtonal "blue"

seventh.

The second movement, "Nocturne," merits special attention. The

melody in the solo trumpet is initially played with a cup mute (a

timbral effect borrowed from jazz), and is set against static C-sharp

minor arpeggios. A significant consideration is the ambiguous quality

achieved by the use of the raised seventh followed by the lowered

seventh in measures 3 and 4 and the raised and lowered thirds in measure

7 (Example 21). These are instances of the alternation of the

interchangeable "blue" notes, as often performed by instrumentalists

unable to achieve the true microtonal "blue" note.
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Example 21. "Blue" note melody from Tomasi's Concerto, movement 2,
measures 1-8, illustrating interchangeable "blue" thirds and
sevenths.

Andante S 3

iris envelop p
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Measure 34 marks the beginning of a section which is intriguing,

both harmonically and melodically. The chord progression at this point

proceeds in four-measure phrases, and the first of these phrases can be

seen in Example 22. The initial two measures consist of a dominant

chord on F, with extensions up to the thirteenth. While jazz is not the

only style to employ such sonorities, its influence is discernable when
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the extensions are used in conjunction with clearly goal-oriented

functional harmony, as is found in the example below. Measure 36

presents a complex sonority, with the inclusion of chord alterations of

the raised ninth and eleventh further emphasizing the extensive

borrowing from jazz that is present in this movement. This chord may

also be perceived as one utilizing the jazz technique of the polychord

substitution (A major or #VII over a Bb-F pedal). This procedure

provides smooth voice-leading into the Bb major 9 of measure 37. The

practical function of this chord, regardless of the interpretation, is

the avoidance of two consecutive measures of a simple tonic chord.

Despite the arrival of the bass on the B-flat, the result is one of

increased tension following the dominant-thirteenth chords and before

the more apparent resolution in measure 37. That this major ninth chord

functions as tonic--a point of repose--clearly illustrates the jazz

influence. Tomasi's use of this particular tension-building device is

subtle yet effective.

Example 22. Harmonic progression from Tomasi's Concerto, movement 2,
measures 34-37.

F13 F13 Bb major 7 (#9, #11) Bb major 9

Bb: V V #VII/lI
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Measures 38-41 are merely an orchestral restatement of the

preceding four measures, transposed upward a minor third. The following

four measures (42-45) do not continue the sequence. Measures 42 and 43

(Example 23) are a V-I cadence in G-flat major, utilizing the major

seventh on the tonic chord. Measures 44 and 45 illustrate a ii-V

progression in the unresolved key of E. All of the extensions and

alterations, including the lowered ninth of the dominant chord in

measure 45, are also characteristic of jazz harmony.

Example 23. Harmonic progression from Tomasi's Concerto, movement 2,
measures 42-45.

'A4

Dbl3 Gb major7 F# minor9 B13 (b9)

Gb: V I E: ii V

During the course of the harmonic progressions outlined above, the

trumpet re-enters in measure 37 and plays florid passagework (Example

24) reminiscent of Harry James-style obbligati as he would have

performed in his ballads. Tomasi's instruction to the soloist, "Comme

une improvisation" ("Like an improvisation"), alludes further to the

highlighting of the jazz-inspired nature of the movement. Similarities

between Tomasi's writing and James' obbligati may be noted when the
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Example 24. Obbligato-type passage from Tomasi's Concerto, movement 2,
measures 37-43.
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above example is compared to an improvisation by James (Example 25).

The similarities one would expect to find are: a) a florid line

-#M WAR - WOW ft* KUP WA DW-KV*WQ WA -A-0 W4W

.31=00040
if,
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indicating facile technique; b) a wide tessitura covered within a very

short span of time; and c) an emphasis (in the case of Tomasi) on the

higher notes (high C, the equivalent of high D on a jazz player's B-flat

trumpet).

Example 25. Obbligato played by Harry James on "I Cover the
Waterfront," broadcast on NBC Radio, December 3, 1944.

14

64 1

A curious item within Tomasi's obbligato (Example 24) occurs in

measure 40. On the fifth beat he calls for an E-natural appearing over

the underlying harmony of a D-flat major ninth chord which contains an

E-flat. While the E quickly moves to the chord tone of C, its

impression is strong due to the fact that it was approached by a large

leap of a major seventh. With no other dissonances appearing in these

strikingly consonant measures of the obbligato, the inclusion of E seems

to be an deliberate "wrong-note" technique. Since many jazz musicians

were unschooled in the finer points of tone production and accuracy of
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pitch an improvisor would occasionally play an unintended note or a

wrong harmonic. Another explanation for a "wrong note" results from the

spontaneous nature of jazz. Since improvisation is, by neccesity, an

unpolished product jazz players are not immune to playing an occasional

"wrong note." Tomasi may be imitating an inadvertent wrong note,

ironically lending a more authentic flavor to the quasi-improvisational

style of composition employed here.

Because this obbligato alludes to the overly-sentimental approach

characteristic of a Harry James-style ballad obbligato, the soloist

should freely utilize rubato in the second movement of Tomasi's

Concerto. The effect achieved here by Tomasi is ingenious: by

superimposing the style of James over the aforementioned harmonic

progression, Tcsmasi has integrated quasi-improvisational jazz-inspired

passagework into the classical concerto format.

Andre Jolivet

Andre Jolivet, who was born in 1905 and died in 1974, was one of

four composers who were known as "La jeune France" ("Young France"); the

others in the group included Olivier Messiaen, Yves Baudrier and Daniel

Lesur. They were dedicated to the promotion of new music in a national

French style ,5 and attempted to "rehumanizel" their art. Jolivet's

frequent inclusion of numerous elements of jazz in his works is

51 Daniel Cooper, "France," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), VI,
755.
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indicative of the extent to which he considered jazz to be part of a

French style.

Jolivet's Second C-onerto was written in 1954 and contains many

elements of jazz origin. The instrumentation conforms to that of a

chamber wind ensemble, calling for two flutes, clarinet, English horn,

alto saxophone, tenor saxophone, contrabassoon, trombone, percussion,

harp, piano and string bass, in addition to the solo trumpet. The

inclusion of the two saxophones is particularly unusual due to the

instrument's strong association with jazz. As was the case with

L'Histoire du Soldat and La Creation du Monde, the use of the percussion

in the Concerto is reminiscent of a jazz drum set. Another significant

manifestation of jazz influence is the high tessitura demanded of the

trumpet soloist. Much of the work calls for extended usage of notes
k

above G2, which requires a sure command of the upper register and

formidable endurance. Jolivet's expansion of the high range is

indicative of the influence exerted upon classical trumpet technique by

Louis Armstrong and Harry James.

In the first movement, the trumpet's entrance is colored with a

"Wa-Wa" mute, or a Harmon mute (Ex. 26). This is a metal mute with an

extendable cup-shaped endpiece which the performer covers and uncovers

quickly with the hand. This action produces a vocally-conceived sound

meant to approximate the human voice pronouncing "Wa-Wa" (sometimes

termed "Wow-Wow"). The same effect was also achieved by jazz musicians

through the use of a plunger mute (simply a bathroom plunger) to cover

and uncover the trumpet bell. Early proponents of this sound, including
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Example 26. The opening of Jolivet's Second Concerto for Trumpet,
movement 1, utilizing the "Wa-Wa" mute in the trumpet.

Mesto .84
con Sord. Wa WaWW

Bubber Miley and Cootie Williams from the Duke Ellington Orchestra,

often used a growl (produced in the back of the throat) in conjunction

with the mute. The result was similar to a raspy-voiced blues singer.

Jolivet, however, does not call for the growl, but the use of the "Wa-

Wa" mute is clearly borrowed from jazz. Also of significance are the

important lines assigned by Jolivet to the string bass. The bass

melodies, together with the "Wa-Wa" trumpet, provide soloistic

exchanges, which are derived from the improvisational interplay of jazz

performers. Following this section of the first movement, the bass is

required to play continuous pizzicato quarter notes, clearly an attempt

to evoke the sound of a "walking bass" (the scalar and arpeggiated jazz

figures played on the plucked string bass).

Following the slow-paced muted section, the tempo doubles and

Ragtime syncopations are employed in the alto saxophone. As can be seen

in Example 27, these are similar to the untied syncopations discussed in

Chapter 11, when rewritten into 2/4 meter.
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Example 27. a) Ragtime syncopations from Jolivet's Second Concerto,
movement 1, measure 15; b) syncopations rewritten to 2/4; c)
typical Ragtime syncopations.

a) kb)

c)

IIIq 4qI K '

At rehearsal number 20 of Movement I (Example 28) Jolivet calls

for a rapid scale in the alto saxophone, clarinet and flutes. This

particular scale pattern is common in jazz and is referred to as the

whole-half diminished scale, so named for the manner of its construction

(whole-step, half-step, whole-step, etg.). The scale serves as the sole

melodic resource for the entire eight measures seen in the example. It

is frequently exploited during a jazz improvisation when one encounters

a diminished-seventh chord in the harmonic scheme of a song.

Occasionally, the scale is merely played rapidly in its entirety, just

as Jolivet uses it in the woodwind parts. At other times, individual

notes are selected in constructing a melody, as in the trumpet part.

Fortunately for jazz performers, all the notes of the scale are

acceptable improvisatory choices; the four notes not belonging to the

chord are commonly used as appoggiaturas which resolve down by step to a

chord tone. Jolivet's technique of selecting pitches from the scale to

construct a trumpet part is in keeping with this improvisational method

from the jazz idiom.
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Example 28. Whole-half diminished scale on F-sharp from Jolivet's
Second Concerto, movement 1, measures 126-133.
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Another jazz borrowing, the "gliss" (glissando), occurs in the

fifth and seventh measures of the above example. This is a technique

that, as used by jazz instrumentalists, originated with the trombone as

an imitation of vocal sounds. It involves the performer moving the

slide from an extended position to one which was closer, while remaining

in the same partial. The resulting sound, which does not include

0
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sound, which did not include distinct pitches, is often imitated by

other jazz instrumentalists. There are two methods of producing the

"gliss" on the trumpet. The first method involves playing a rapidly

ascending and indistinct set of pitches leading to the goal note. The

second means of producing this effect employs the technique of "half-

valving" in which the valves of the trumpet are partially depressed

while the performer plays. While the tone quality suffers, "half-

valving" yields an extremely flexible sound which slides upward very

smoothly and can more closely approximate the trombone "gliss." Either

approach would be applicable to the instances noted in Example 27 and

would be authentic in their derivation. Executing this technique along

with the solo trumpet is the tenor saxophone and the trombone. While

the tenor saxophone part is marked "portando" the result must be similar

to the "gliss" effect achieved by the trumpet and trombone.

The second movement, Grave, features a strong Spanish influence.

While the inspiration here is not from jazz, the movement exhibits

another manifestation of the French predilection for exoticism. The

principal melody and its underlying harmony are strongly indicat ive of

Phrygian mode, which has long been associated with the music of Spain.

Also, the first sonority of the movement contains the tones (E. A, D. G,

B, E) which correspond to the open strings of a guitar. Jolivet had

previously called for the harp to imitate the guitar at its first

entrance in movement 1 with the instruction, "quasi guitarra. " By

calling for rolled chords in the harp and piano in the second movement,

Jolivet unquestionably evokes the sound of the Spanish strummed guitar.
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Example 29. Pentatonic scale on C.

In the third movement Jolivet emphasizes melodies derived from

pentatonic scales built on various pitch centers. Example 30

illustrates the first theme in the trumpet part and the development it

undergoes during the movement. While the melody is based on a C

pentatonic scale, Jolivet employs chromatic alteration in measure seven.

This theme evolves into a different variation at each appearance; four

versions are provided in the example below and, to assist with

comparison, all are transposed to the key of C.

Example 30. Pentatonic melody and variants from Jolivet's Second
Concerto, movement 3: a) measures 2-7; b) measures 45-50;
c) measures 144-149; d) 227-233.

Aa) 234
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b)
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Another important aspect of this pentatonic melody is the

articulation assigned by Jolivet. In its first two appearances, an
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accent appears on the fourth beat of the third and fifth measures,

emphasizing a traditionally weak beat. In doing this Jolivet employs a

significant rhythmic borrowing from jazz, that of accentuating beats two

and four. This is known in jazz as the "backbeat," a rhythmic treatment

consistently emphasized in the rhythm section of a jazz group. A jazz

soloist then subtly provides forward motion toward these -accented weak

beats during an improvisation. This differs sharply from the Western

tradition of "leading" to the strong beats of one and three. Jolivet's

highlighting of this rhythmic device is an indication to the soloist

that he must ensure a strong accent on the fourth beat. A stronger

impression of the accent can be achieved by playing the note occurring

on the third beat much softer than beat four. By "backing off" this

beat, the fourth beat will sound dynamically stronger.

This use of the "backbeat" does, however, reveal an inconsistency

on the part of Jolivet in notating the articulations. In the final two

statements of the pentatonic melody, the accent is placed on the third

beat. Is this an oversight of Jolivet's? It appears so, since the

accompanimental figures are similar for all four manifestations of the

melody. To adhere to the actual notation would deny this rhythmic jazz

flavoring and be musically inconsistent. The soloist might elect to

maintain the stylistic fourth beat accents throughout the movement,

taking the liberty to change Jolivet's markings at rehearsal numbers 19

and 30.

The pentatonic melody appears in various instrumental voices

throughout the movement. A notable instance begins at measure 22 where
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the trombone states the theme. At measures 45 to 50 (Example 30b) the

alto saxophone plays the same pentatonic melody with the trumpet but at

the interval of a tritone below the trumpet. At measure 174 the flute

and clarinet play the same melody though separated by the interval of a

tritone. Simultaneously, the trombone states the pentatonic theme in

augmentation, with the rhythmic values of the original melody doubled.

Another typical jazz usage of the trombone begins with the pickup

note into measure 58 where the instrument plays a series of "glisses. "

As can be seen in Example 31, Jolivet's use of this technique is clearly

extracted from jazz trombone playing.

Example 31. Trombone "glisses"
3, measures 58-64.

from Jolivet's Second Concerto, movement

Measures 71 to 86 of the third movement present the percussion in

a prominent solo section. While Jolivet calls for two percussionists,
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the effect is one of a solitary jazz drummer performing a sixteen-bar

drum solo. Because the rhythmic impetus provided by the drummer is

vital to the sense of forward propulsion in jazz, the inclusion of a

drum solo is stylistically important.

Another pentatonic melody appears at rehearsal number 12.

The melody's dependence on the pentatonic scale as a resource becomes

obvious after discarding the chromatic embellishment, as illustrated in

Example 32. In the four measures immediately preceding this melody the

trombone is called upon to execute a passage with "glisses" and a

"rauque" (rough) tone quality. The derivation of the effects from jazz

is clear in this instance because these performance practice conventions

Example 32. a). Embellished pentatonic melody from Jolivet's Second
Concerto, movement 3, measures 97-100; b) pentatonic melody after
removing chromatic embellishment.

tlr 71 fl! v I pMw 35X0,.I II

b) >

are common to traditional jazz and most assuredly are not derived from

nineteenth-century orchestral playing conventions. A growl used by the

trombonist for the "rauque" phrases is an effective means of achieving

the requisite effect.

".a
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The pentatonic melody seen in Example 32 recurs in measures

109 to 112, this time in the key of C. Finally at measures 121 to 124

the melody returns once again, this time in the key of D-flat. As

before, the theme is preceded in both appearances by the "rauque"

"glisses" of the trombone. In this last manifestation, however, there

are "wrong notes" in the first measure. An exact transposition would

have yielded the notes A-flat, F, A-flat in this measure. Instead,

Jolivet wrote G, F-sharp, G. The next measure returns to a precise

transposition, a move that is readily apparent in this strikingly

dissonant section. It seems that Jolivet, like Tomasi in the second

movement of his Concerto for Trumpet,. is utilizing an intentional

"wrong-note"approach to simulate the mistakes which could easily befall

a jazz player attempting to spontaneously transpose a melody upward in

increments of a half-step.

At 25 and again at 26, are found examples of "comping," a style of

jazz accompanying-,'(from whence comes the term) by either pianists or

guitarists that features percussive, syncopated soundings of the

harmonic background. In Example 33 below, Jolivet appropriately assigns

the "comping" role to the piano.

Example 33. Piano "comping" figures from Jolivet's Second Concerto,
movement 3, measures 187-189.

Mii
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Finally, at measure 33, the trumpet soloist's part is quite

syncopated, and reminiscent of a lead (first) trumpet part in a shout

chorus5 2 of a big-band swing arrangement. It is centered on high C and

is the highest phrase of this physically grueling work, providing a

fitting close to this strongly jazz-influenced work (Ex. 34).

Example 34. Final "shout chorus" from Jolivet's Second Concerto,
movement 3, measures 249-258.,
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Eugene Bozza

Eugene Bozza, born in 1905, is well-known to trumpet players

through his many solo works for the instrument. After studying at the

Paris Conservatory, he won the Premier Prix; in composition in 1934, and

the Prix cde Rome the same year. Paul Griffiths writes, "While his

large-scale works are successfully performed in France, his

international reputation rests on his large output of wind chamber

52 A shout chorus is the last section of a big-band arrangement,
and is characterized by loud and high playing in the trumpet parts.
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music." He continues, noting Bozza's ". ..melodic fluency, elegance of

structure, and sensitive concern for instrumental capabilities.""

Bozza's Caprice, written in 1943 is a one-movement piece for

trumpet that is divided into three distinct sections. The first,

following a brief opening cadenza, is an Allegro that contains a

Ragtime-like melody in the trumpet (Example 35). This section also

Example 35. Ragtime melody from Bozza's Caprice, measures 11-15.

O Allegro1).3

Al FeE'o 20

Af
Allepo 12: S mre~I

A A.

Paul Griffiths, "Eugene Bozza," The New Grove Dictionary of
-Music andlusicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan,1980), III, 148.

I
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employs another characteristic aspect of Ragtime, a non-syncopated

accompaniment with its uninterrupted flow of eighth notes. Following

the trumpet's initial statement of the melody, Bozza employs three

consecutive variants of the theme in the piano part, while maintaining

the continuous eighth-note accompaniment rhythm.

The second section of the work, marked Assez lent, is in the key

of D-flat major. The trumpet plays a slow, expressive-melody over the

relatively static harmony of the accompaniment (Ex. 36). The lowered

seventh (C-flat) in the second measure serves to emphasize a

functionally ambiguous passage that may be understood as a vestige of

Impressionism, alluding- to the use of the Mixolydian mode as a melodic

resource. However, the lowered seventh can also be considered to be the

"blue" seventh 'degree of the blues scale. Consequently, it may be more

consistent to -view this section as being jazz-inspired due to the

previously-occurring Ragtime rhythms and the jazz-like harmonies which

follow.

Example 36. "Blue" note melody from Bozza's Caprice, measures 77-79.

$1 dovet
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Among these harmonies (Example 37), we find dominant-sevenths,

dominant-sevenths with a lowered ninth, dominant-ninths, and dominant-

ninths with a raised eleventh. While no traditional functional

relationships exist in these measures, the root movement by third (as

seen in measures 90 and 91 of Example 37) was characteristic of

Impressionism and was later appropriated by jazz musicians. Bozza's use

of the extension of the ninth and the alterations of the lowered ninth

and raised eleventh in these chords is a common usage in the harmonic

language of jazz.

Example 37. Jazz-like harmonies from Bozza's Caprice, measures 88-92,
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The final section of Caprice, the Allegro vivo, features changing

meters (3/8 and 2/8) and a primary theme in the Lydian mode. There are

no overt jazz borrowings until near the end of the piece. Four measures

before rehearsal number 25 (Example 38), Bozza utilizes a "rip," a

Example 38. "Rip" from Bozza's Caprice, measures 171-174, showing the
"rip" in the third measure.

performance practice technique prevalent in jazz that involves a rapidly

ascending glissando. The notes of the~"rip"' are not distinct but tend

to4 blur together as a result of a quick ascending lip slur through the

harmonics up to the final note. The result should not be that of a

cleanly-executed octave slur, but rather sound as though performed by a

technically unschooled jazz performer.

At rehearsal number 26 the piano plays a melody which consists

entirely of pitches from the C pentatonic scale. This is illustrated in

Example 39, as is the trumpet part continuing the line. A flutter

tongue emulating a "growl" on the last note of the melody further

illuminates the influence of jazz upon this work.

I, I- 1 - 0. IN
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Example 39. Pentatonic melody from Bozza's Caprice, measures 190-196.

.PtI4vivo

SPU vivo.. Pinvivo

tan peu de

The final note of the piece is preceded by three grace notes or

(in the ossia) by a one-octave chromatic scale (Ex. 40). The effect of

either approach is that of a "gliss" described earlier. As such the

ending of Caprice should be performed in a manner similar to the "rip"

to ensure more authenticity. Clarity of the chromatic scale (or the

three grace notes) is not as essential as in traditional classical

performance practice. Rather, the last note is most important here and

should be approached by a rapid sounding of notes which increase in

volume to the end.
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Example 40. Ending of Bozza's Caprice.

Osia

Written in 1949, Bozza's Concertino exhibits a heavy jazz

influence in the first two of its three movements. Ragtime rhythms are

present from the beginning of the first movement (Allegro moderato) in

the trumpet's initial entrance (Example 41). In this instance they are

Example 41. Ragtime melody from Bozza's Concertino, movement 1,
measures 11-15

comprised of tied syncopations that link the second and third beats.

Although this motive from Example 41 appears repeatedly throughout the

first movement, it is not until rehearsal number 8 that Bozza achieves

the most complete allusion to Ragtime style found in the first

movement. Against the syncopated melody he sets the other

characteristic element of this type of rhythmic stylization--the

metrically unaccented and continuous bass. The note choice of the bass

line, however, does not imply simple functional harmonies as would a

Ragtime bass. Rather, the chromatic nature of the Ragtime line
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indicates a successful merging by Bozza of early American jazz elements

into contemporary art music.

Bozza shows his remarkable melodic gift in the Andantino second

movement with beautiful lines in both the solo and accompaniment parts

that are set against very lush harmonies. Particularly striking are

the five measures seen in Example 42. These bars contain a series of

Example 42. Major-major seventh chords form Bozza's Concertino,
movement 2, measures 16-20.

---------

Ebmaj7 Abmaj7 Gbmaj7 Emaj7 Dmaj7

major-major seventh chords, the last four of which are in second

inversion. The resultant vagueness is quite appropriate to the

expressive nature of the movement.

Example 43 illustrates the harmonic scheme employed by Bozza in

measures 43 through 47. During these measures, he utilizes a

chromatically rising line (B, C, 0#, D) which subtly changes the harmony

from I to I+ to 16 and finally to V7/IV which then resolves to the IV

chord. This harmonic device is typical of jazz and American popular

music throughout the century.
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Example 43. Harmonic progression from I to IV from Bozza's Concertino,
movement 2, measures 43-47.

TeinPO
Jlar.

The following example (Ex. 44) illustrates the major-major seventh

chord that concludes the second movement. After a simple C-major triad

is sounded, a rising series of notes (in octaves) is heard. These notes

include added tones of the chord--the sixth and the ninth--before coming

to rest on the major-seventh. The sense of repose this chord gives the

ending of the movement is clearly a case of jazz influence, in that it

does not require resolution as it would in conventional Western harmony.

Ar
-TI
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Example 44. Final sonority with added tones from Bozza's
Concertino, movement 2.

Jaciques Ibert

Jacques Ibert was born in 1890 and died in 1962. Like Tomasi, he

studied with Vidal at the Paris Conservatory, and in 1919 was awarded

the Prix de Rome. Ibert, while influenced by many diverse sources of

musical inspiration, claimed that he ".. .wanted to be free of compulsive

influences, and was never interested in passing fashions." 5 4 In light

of this statement and his utilization of elements of jazz style in his

works, one might conclude that, to Ibert, jazz was not merely a passing

fashion.

Impromptu was written by Ibert in 1951. The trumpet's opening

theme (Example 45) displays a subtle blues influence. While the melody

is only loosely based on the B-flat blues scale, it nevertheless

effectively highlights two significant features of blues influence. The

first of these is the interchangeable "blue" third that can be seen in

94David Cox, "Jacques (Francois Antoine) Ibert, " The New Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadie (London:
Macmillan, 1980), IX, 1.
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measure eight of Example 45. D-flat occurs on the second beat, changing

to D-natural on the third beat. Even though the two notes are

interrupted by a lower neighboring tone, the dramatic impact of the

alternation of the two "blue" thirds is still prominent.

Example 45. Blues melody from Ibert's Ium2romptu, measures 7-12.

-7

Measure twelve of the above example illustrates the use of an

important blues color tone, the diminished-fifth above the tonic

(written in this instance as E, the enharmonic equivalent of F-flat).

This note resolves (as do all diminished-fifths within the blues genre)

down by half-step to the fourth scale degree. In calling for a similar

voice-leading resolution, Ibert is effective in his evocation of the

blues.

The piano accompaniment for this melody does not emphasize the key

center of B-flat firmly established in the trumpet part. Rather, the

inclusion of non-diatonic pitches serves to make obvious the conscious

mixing of jazz elements and twentieth-century compositional techniques.

It is this aspect of the opening to lmromotu that ensures the subtlety

of the jazz borrowing.

In the next section, the most striking jazz-inspired element is a

boogie-woogie bass pattern. The traditional style of boogie-woogie,
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basically a pianistic adjunct to the blues, featured a strongly-accented

left-hand bass line (Example 46) complemented by a blues melody in the

right hand. Ibert chose to merely maintain the rhythmic aspect of the

Example 46. A typical boogie-woogie left-hand pattern.

bass line. His note choices, although emphasizing a key center of B-

flat, are atypical for boogie-woogie (as can be noted in Example 47).

The solo trumpet provides the blues-like melody instead of the pianist's

right hand. The D-flat in the first two measures is emphasized and is

clearly intended as the "blue" note in the key of B-flat.

Example 47. Boogie-woogie rhythms and blues melody from Ibert's
Impromptu, measures 16-21.
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melody instead of the pianist's right hand. The D-flat in the first two

measures is emphasized and is clearly intended as the "blue" note in the

key of B-flat.

In addition, the syncopation shown above alludes to a jazz

influence. Since Ibert provided the boogie-woogie rhythm and maintained

the jazz-like triple subdivision throughout, the trumpet part is

logically open to a more "swinging" interpretation. Such a treatment

would allow for a more natural rhythmic cohesion, than would the awkward

fitting together of duple and triple subdivisions, that a literal

interpretation would demand.

. ..........



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

As early as 1919, Paul Guillaume's Paris exhibitions of African

tribal art instigated a fascination in France for black culture. In

addition to the public's embracing of the exotic artistic traditions of

Africa, artists such as Matisse, Vlaminck and Picasso consciously

imitated the African models and incorporated various aspects into their

personal creations. While the French were remarkably receptive to this

"primitivism" it must be remembered that there was often no distinction

made between African art and black-American music in terms of

deprivation; both of these artistic media became popular at the same

time. To the French of the early twentieth century there was common

ground enough in that the African tribal artifacts and American jazz

were both created by black people. This perception was ignorant of the

fact that these cultural achievements were wrought by related but

dissimilar cultures.

The French composers' incorporation of the unique stylistic

characteristics of jazz into their music was superficial, reflecting

their lack of understanding of the true spontaneous nature of the style.

The question then arises: is a profound insight concerning the

performance of Jazz necessary for its adaptation into any other musical

genre? The inclusion of various jazz elements in Western art music is

not impeded by the lack of extensive and specific knowledge on the part

78
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of composers. Certainly this does not detract from the musical merits

of the previously-discussed works by Ravel, Stravinsky or Milhaud. The

composers in question were not trying to write jazz, but rather they

were merely injecting certain elements of jazz into their works.

Consequently, their compositions included allusions to jazz--an

Impressionistic-like perspective always tempered by the composer's

established compositional language.

The foregoing is not intended as a condemnation of jazz-

influenced art music. If it were, then one must also dismiss Bach's

dance suites, Mozart's minuets, and Chopin's mazurkas simply because

they were not true dances but rather stylized interpretations of dance

music. These are properly judged as musical works of art in their own

right. Similarly, the previously-discussed works by Ravel, Stravinsky,

Milhaud, Tomasi, Jolivet, Bozza, and Ibert must be evaluated on their

own artistic and aesthetic merits.

The selection of the solo trumpet works discussed in this study is

based on the presence of jazz elements within these works. That jazz

inspiration would be present should not be surprising because Tomasi,

Bozza and Ibert studied composition at the Paris Conservatory. The

compositional tradition of the Conservatory has long included the use of

jazz borrowings. However, the composers of this solo trumpet music were

not engaged in writing compositions that were exclusive of other musical

influences. While Tomasi's Concerto for Trombone also contains elements

of jazz style, his use of these elements is selective when considering

his total output. Many of his other works exhibit no jazz influence.
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Jolivet's eclectic influences include much extra-European inspiration.

His use of jazz borrowings is represented in only a fraction of his

output. Bozza, on the other hand, freely included the same jazz style

elements seen in Caprice and Concertino in many of his other works for

solo wind instruments. Drawn to opera and theater music, Ibert combined

techniques of Impressionism and neo-Classicism in his works. His use of

jazz elements, prompted by his interest in coloristic devices, was

limited to only a few of his works.

Another issue involves the historical derivation of the

stylistic borrowings from jazz, Works such as La Creation du Monde and

L'Histire du Soldat exhibit elements of jazz style contemporaneous with

their creation. The trumpet works of Tomasi, Jolivet, Bozza, and Ibert,

in contrast, utilize aspects from stylistic periods of jazz generally no

more advanced than Dixieland or Swing. These aspects were anachronistic

to the 1940s and 1950s, when the works were written. Two possibile

reasons emerge for this: 1) that there was a conscious effort on the

part of these composers to exploit only earlier jazz styles as an

artistic resource; or 2) that the fully-developed compositional language

of mid-20th-century French art-music composers already included many of

the elements of early jazz--elements that existed as rhythmic and

harmonic formulae or even cliches. The former seems more plausible.

There is certainly much contemporary French music that shows no jazz

influence at all. However, the inclusion and adaptation of jazz-derived

elements is a result of the deliberate action on the part of the

composer and is not accidental. When appraising certain works of art by
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Matisse, for example, one is immediately struck by the African

inspiration. While not all of Matisse's output was so influenced, the

appearance of African elements clearly indicated an artistic awareness

of the source. It then follows that a composer utilizes aspects of jazz

in his work as a matter of conscious inclusion.

Should the performance of jazz elements within a musical

composition remain so subtle that only the most sophisticated listener

would be able to detect them? It is inconceivable to this writer that

such subtlety would have been the intention of the composers in

question. They were obviously intrigued with jazz at the time. The

soloist in the works described in Chapter IV must allow the jazz

elements to function without obviating "classical" performance criteria:

to accomplish this requires an awareness of both styles. While it is

commonly the musically untrained listener who will describe a passage as

"jazzy," one must possess a certain degree of knowledge of the technical

aspects of jazz in order to recognize the specific borrowings. Once

they are identified, how does one bring them to the attention of the

listener while operating within the confines of traditional performance

practice? It is a special challenge to interpret these elements of jazz

style within the broader context of the traditional aspects of music--

melody, harmony, rhythm and timbre--to achieve an artistic expression.

The allusions to jazz must be assimilated into a personal interpretation

that does not negate classical performance considerations.

Another problem is the lack of codification of formal elements

and performing styles in jazz. The performer must be knowledgeable of
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the various stylistic periods, and of the inherent deviations from the

norm in a given period. Jazz is a contemporary art form that stresses

the role of the individual within a larger group. Consequently, any

study of jazz styling will produce an awareness of varied approaches to

relatively similar musical situations.

There are certain jazz-inspired style characteristics which are

important to emphasize. Performances have often been denounced by

critics because the jazz elements did not sound spontaneous. An example

is the first recording of Milhaud's La Creation, which simply did not

"swing." The musicians on this recording could not play jazz, while

real jazz musicians of that time could not have read the music. The

most obvious element in the performance of jazz-flavored contemporary

French trumpet music is that of rhythm, often consisting of Ragtime

syncopations. Rhythmic style can be highlighted by preserving the

inherent vitality through the adoption of a somewhat detached style of

playing in the Ragtime sections. This can best be achieved by slightly

shortening the syncopated notes, especially those which are tied into

the subsequent beat. The resulting separation between notes is an

imitation of the rapid decay in the sound of the Ragtime piano on

pitches of longer duration.

There are also many aspects of melodic interest within jazz-

inspired works. As was discussed earlier, examples abound with melodies

derived from pentatonic and blues scales, and with obbligati. Treating

all these in a quasi-improvisational fashion, with a judicious sense of

rubato, will lead to a more authentic and expressive interpretation.
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This is especially true if the performer is familiar with the degree

of inherent freedom generally associated with improvisatory obbligati

found in jazz playing.

Harmonic aspects are equally important. The accompaniment,

whether piano or orchestra must maintain a strong sense of forward

motion through shaping the phrases to correspond with tension and

relaxation in the harmony. The many chord extensions and alterations

serve to increase tension (primarily on dominant-function chords), and

help to create a jazz-influenced harmonic language.

While these performance guidelines are admittedly somewhat

general, they constitute important performance practice concerns.

Familiarity with the stylistic parameters of both Western art music and

jazz is of significant benefit to the performer in establishing an

effective personal interpretation of the works presented in this study.

The identification and musical realization of jazz-influenced elements

in the performance of these works reflects an awareness of the important

stylistic and technical roles jazz played in the genesis of much

contemporary French music, and especially French trumpet music.
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